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Functional and Stylish
Window Coverings
W

Window shades and Venetian blinds are two of the
most versatile and functional window coverings
that exist today. Both allow you to adjust the level
of light that enters your room through multiple
methods. Window coverings are a great way to keep
the damaging UV rays of the sun from damaging
carpet, fabrics, and furniture in your home. Perhaps
the most important reason to have window covering
in your home however, is the fashion statement they
have come to make in recent years.
Most people haven’t really considered the fashion
impact that window shades can have on your
windows. For quite a few, these are simply
inexpensive ways in which to keep the sun out. For
this reason, you will often find homes that seem
to have no rhyme, reason, or style as far as the
window treatments go. Do not allow yourself to be a
victim of no style window treatments due to budget
restraints or lack of imagination.
If you have a décor that is country or rustic avoid
shiny window treatments or vinyl that is so common
in mini blinds. If you must use blinds then try for
wooden blinds rather than the traditional vinyl or
plastic looking blinds. However, the best window
treatments for rooms such as this are those that
include hinged shutters or window shades that are
made with bunched fabric.
If your décor has a touch of the Orient, then you
might be glad to know some of the least expensive
window treatments on the market will work
wonderfully. Bamboo shades are ideal for this type
of décor as are blinds made from rice paper. Both of
these are rather inexpensive and can greatly enhance
the appearance of an oriental room. They also blend
well with furniture that is oriental in appearance,
particularly teak and rattan.
If you have an Italian Modern décor in your home,
then Venetian blinds are probably the best possible
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choice for your window treatments.
You may find that the modern look
of Venetian blinds is just what the
designer had in mind but take care
that you do not go overboard and have
your room looking institutional rather
than modern.
If you’re going for an ultra modern
look then brightly colored roll down
shades might provide just the right
accent for the vinyl or plastic looking
furniture associated with this particular
look. Venetian blinds blend well with
the ultra modern look particularly if
you go with some sort of interesting
veneer for the blinds that will properly
offset the attitude of the room. Good
examples of this would be faux leather
or colors representing a by gone era
such as bright orange or brown.
Of course appearance isn’t everything
practicality should play an important
role in the decisions you are making as
well. For instance, rice paper window
treatments aren’t the best idea for
bedroom windows as they do very
little to keep the light out.
There is really no reason other than a
complete and total lack of imagination
to have drab window dressings in this
day and age. Roll down shades and
Venetian blinds can be found in any
number of styles and designs that are
suitable for almost any décor. You can
even purchase them in nursery colors
if you are so inclined. Leather Venetian
blinds offer a creative touch to libraries
or home offices and window shades
can be purchased to compliment
nearly any décor or just to identify a
particular hobby or passion. Perhaps
the most important thing to keep in
mind is that today’s window coverings
are probably more affordable than ever
before while allowing for a great deal
of versatility and creativity.
Rob Buenaventura provides
lots of time on window blinds
and window coverings. www.
beautifulwindowblinds.com

Tips And Techniques
For Decorating
A Small Teens Bedroom

By Lee Dobbins

W

“What should you do with your teens
bedroom if the space is really tiny?
Let’s take a look at some tips and
techniques to help you create a room
design which makes the most out of
tiny rooms. Fortunately, there are a lot
of decorating methods you can use to
make decorating a small teens bedroom
easy!”
For your teenager to have a special
place, there’s nothing like their bedroom
so it’s no surprise you want it to have
fantastic design style. But what should
you do if the space is really tiny?
Fortunately, there are a lot of decorating
methods you can use to make
decorating a small teens bedroom easy!
One thing you should do is be certain
to find a room design which makes the
most out of tiny rooms. One big feature
to avoid with small teens bedrooms is
clutter as it has a proclivity to make the
room look significantly smaller.

If you want to paint your teens bedroom, then the
paint color that you select can help play a pivotal role
in making it appear more spacious. Usually people
think that you can only use light tones in small rooms,
although there is in reality more to it than that. You are
able to have color while still making the teens bedroom
appear bigger by choosing colors which reflect equal
intensity, or decorating with a monochromatic decorating
scheme. For a colorful look think about blues and greens
that all throw off an equal intensity or for an a calming
interior design style use a monochromatic decorating
scheme of moss greens. Painting one of the walls a deep
color will cause it to seem further away, hence adding
depth to the room. A gray-blue paint color is really nice
for overall atmosphere and for also making the walls
appear to recede, thus making the room feel less small.
If gray isn’t your shade, you can also use cool colors like
greens, blues and purples for the same look.
Don’t forget when you are decorating a small teens
bedroom to consider where you are arranging the
accessories and furniture. Even your teens bedroom may
benefit when designed with Feng Shui in mind. Try
and keep furniture away from any doors, since you’d be
surprised to discover how much clear access to and from
a room might make it seem bigger. If you could, focus
the eye from the open doorway to a larger piece like a
and this can help divert the eye and give the feeling of
space.
Smaller furniture is best when decorating a small teens
bedroom. One technique to make good use of space is to
have a loft bed with desk underneath, instead of separate
bed and desk which will make the room look bigger but
still allow your teen to sleep and do homework. It makes
sense to add allure to your teens bedroom by mixing in
particular larger scaled items, so in combination with the
small bureaus, include a large poster or chair- this can
add charm and also make the room feel more spacious
too.
Making good use of the area in your teens bedroom is
necessary so think about this when working with your
interior decorating theme. You might try selecting a
minimalist decorating theme as this will make the room
appear more spacious. Take care to choose a theme you
can live with as this is an important room for both you
and your teen.
These design ideas should help you get a great look while
decorating a small teens bedroom. Employing a bit of
elbow grease as well as unique creativity can help make
even the tiniest room appear like a decorator showplace.
www.decoratedesigns.com

Tips for Designing a Well
Equipped Nursery
By Ara

F

From choosing a name to
attending birthing classes
and stocking a nursery,
impending parenthood can
be overwhelming. Getting the
nursery in order before the
baby arrives is a good way to
relieve at least one of the big
stressors in the lives of new
parents.
But this process can also
be overwhelming. Parents
may feel frustrated by the
mountains of information,
furniture, gear and clothing
that make up the $4 billion
baby products industry.
Start with the basics - crib,
changing table, storage
solutions and a few other
essentials and determine
your budget for each before
starting.

* Crib

Function and style should
be your key considerations
when choosing a crib. How
will you use this crib? For one
child only? Or will this baby’s
future siblings be using the
same crib? Most cribs offer
adjustable mattress heights
and a movable side rail for
easy access. But some don’t.
How important are these
features to you? Do you want
a style that can also convert
into a toddler, twin or even full
bed?
o The crib is the focal point of
the nursery, so choose a style
that you can build your décor
around. Wood and iron are the
two main options. Wood cribs
really only go with other wood
pieces. An iron crib can be

paired with either iron or wood
pieces. When buying bedding,
stick with the same guidelines
of style and function that best
suit your needs.
o Finally, be sure whatever crib
you buy meets all child safety
laws and guidelines.

* Changing Table
With Pad

It’s essential to have a
safe, convenient place for
changing your baby. Most
modern changing tables can
be purchased as a set with
a coordinating crib. Open
changers feature shelves
for storage and decorating
accents, and provide the
classic changing table look.
A dresser/changing table is
essentially a dresser fit with

a changing station on top. This style provides
enclosed storage and the ability to use the
piece as a dresser only, once your child is out of
diapers.

* Storage Solutions

Boxes and baskets are easy, decorative ways
to address storage issues. Decorative boxes
conceal the contents for a clean appearance and
can add dimension and character to a room.
Baskets can easily store on the open shelving
of a changer to hold baby essentials. A large
basket in the living room can hide toys and
books. A basket under the bathroom sink keeps
all baby’s bathing essentials and toys tucked
away when not needed.

* Other Essentials

Considering how many sleepless nights are
in your future as a new parent, having a
comfortable rocking chair in the nursery will be
a life-saver. From basic, high-backed rockers to
plushly cushioned gliders, you can find a chair
that fits your décor and provides the comfort
you need. A good baby monitor is also a nursery
must - for the parents’ peace of mind and
baby’s safety.

Using Mirrors
in Home Decor

M

By: Lesley Dietschy

Mirrors provide a special touch in
home decor by adding light and
creating the illusion of space. A
mirror is defined as a reflecting
surface that forms an image of
an object when light rays coming
from that object fall on the surface.
According to the Encyclopedia
Britannica, the typical mirror is
a sheet of glass that is coated on
its back with aluminum or silver
that produces images by reflection.
This type of mirror came into
widespread production in Venice
during the 16th century.
Here are ten tips for using mirrors
in your home decor:
1. Place a mirror on an adjacent
wall to an interesting picture or
piece of artwork and the mirror will
reflect the image and add a sense of
space.
2. Hang a decorative mirror near a
window in a dark room. This will
allow the light to reflect off the
mirror creating more natural light
in the room.
3. To create the illusion of depth in
a room, paint one wall in a dark,
contrasting color to the other walls.
Then hang a decorative mirror on
the dark wall to create a sense of
depth in the room.

4. Create a charming entryway by
hanging up a framed mirror topped
with a floral swag. This will help to
create light in the entryway as well
as providing a last minute check
before heading out the door.
5. Expand a small dining room by
placing an ornate mirror on a wall.
This will make the room appear
larger and brighter.
6. Place a decorative mirror
opposite an attractive fireplace
and mantel to reflect something
interesting in the room.
7. Group and hang several mirrors
of assorted sizes and shapes for an
attractive wall display.

8. Add mirrors (such as mirror tiles)
to the backs of bookcases to add a
sense of depth.
9. In the kitchen, add a mirror to
the countertop’s backsplash. This
will reflect light while preparing
food and it is easy to maintain.
10. Place a custom sized mirror on
the top of a piece of furniture that
is damaged or not very attractive.
This can be done on dressers,
tabletops, coffee tables, and end
tables just to name a few.
Lesley Dietschy is a freelance writer
and the creator/editor of The Home
Decor Exchange.
www.homeDecorExzchange.com
Article courtesy of www.
articlecity.com

Energy saving lighting
is a bright idea for
environmentally-conscious
students

F

For many students heading off to school, college or
university this fall, it’s time to stock up on school supplies,
furniture and a new fall wardrobe.
Yet, with the pressing challenge of worldwide climate
change, many passionate and environmentally conscious
young adults are looking for ways to shop green, save
energy and create a more sustainable future for themselves.
Lighting is a simple first step in the quest to build a
more sustainable future. And with the variety of options
available on the market today - such as energy saving
compact fluorescent bulbs, lower wattage halogen
lamps and new LED solutions - there are many quality
alternatives to the old and inefficient incandescent bulbs.
There are many simple ways to live and shop responsibly
and without sacrificing quality, comfort or a student’s tight
budget; examples include:
. Turn off the lights EVERY TIME you leave a room.
Leave a yellow sticky note in view to jog your memory as
you - or your roommates - head out the door.
When furnishing your room, dorm or apartment,
purchase and/or replace any light bulbs with energy
saving bulbs. Philips, a global company committed to
improving the quality of people’s lives with innovations,
has more than 200 top line Green products on the market.

.

. Save money while you save the planet; replacing a 60
Watt bulb with a 15 Watt Philips compact fluorescent
bulb saves about $50.00 (CDN) in electricity costs over its
lifetime.

. Setting the mood for entertaining
can be both eco-friendly and cost
effective. When it is time to take a
break from studying and throw a
party, use the Philips LED Colour
changing Party & Deco Bulbs to
create a festive atmosphere that saves
you money.
. Reduce or eliminate standby
power consumption by unplugging
appliances from the wall or by
using circuit breakers, which can
be automatic (on a timer) or have
switches for manual operation.
. Instead of lighting an entire room,
focus lighting on where you need
it: over your desk or under-cabinet
lighting over the kitchen sink. Some
compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs)
now provide whiter light, which is
better for reading and use far less
energy than incandescent lighting
options.

. Dust off for savings: keeping bulbs
or lighting fixtures clean can save
you money as 10% or more of your
lighting can be dimmed by dust.
. Have fun with your lighting
and don’t feel guilty for the energy
usage; Philips offers both LED bulbs
and compact fluorescent bulbs in
a variety of colours such as red,
green, blue and yellow as well as a
colour changing LED party bulb for
entertaining.
. Make your commitment; go to
asimpleswitch.com to find more
energy saving lighting options.
Every person has the opportunity to
make a difference and choose greener
options. Help make the difference
this September when preparing
yourself or your family for back-toschool. N/C
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the structure of your home may
require assistance from contractors.”
Stephen Molnar suggests asking
yourself the following questions
before beginning any project because
once you’ve started, it’s often
difficult to turn back.

Questions to ask
yourself before
renovating your home

M

Makeovers. They’re everywhere
- fashion makeovers, makeup makeovers and even closet
makeovers. One of the most
popular makeovers trends is home
renovation.
“Although many Canadians have
jumped on to the home makeover
bandwagon, it’s important for them
to determine when a renovation is
a do-it-yourself project and when
to seek professional assistance,” says
Stephen Molnar, Insulation Expert,
Owens Corning. “If you’re a handy
homeowner, you may be able to
paint, apply caulking on windows
and install insulation. But, changing

. Have I made a list of every room
in the house and identified their
problem areas?
Make note of damaged areas and
write down problems in great detail.
You may need to accurately explain
the problem to a contractor in order
to get a proper assessment and
quote.
. For every problem area, have I
considered both do-it-yourself and
professional options?
Obtain quotes from several
contractors and visit your local
hardware or building supplies store
to find out potential fix-it costs.
For example, changing an entire
bathroom may require help from a
contractor to check the plumbing
and ensure it’s functioning properly.
On the other hand, installing PINK
Fiberglas batt insulation in walls,
floors and ceilings is a project that

homeowners can do themselves by
purchasing the insulation, protective
gear and installation equipment all
at a local building supplies store.
. Have I determined a timeline for
each project and do I have time?
Review your schedule and
realistically consider the time you
have available to complete a project.
Account for your time spent on both
personal and professional activities,
as well as unexpected events. Avoid
squeezing a project into your
schedule to ensure that the project
isn’t rushed and that it’s done right.
Remember, don’t let cost dictate
whether you take on a project that’s
fit for a professional.
. Is it worth it?
After assessing the renovation, its
associated costs and time required,
ask yourself if it’s worth the effort.
Thoroughly thinking a project
through is always a good idea. N/C
For more information on do-ityourself home renovations, visit
www.owenscorning.ca.
The colour PINK is a registered
trademark of Owens Corning.

Wallpaper Trends

BB

ig is back in wallpaper
design. Not the giant
full-color floral blooms
from Grandma’s house, but
oversized, luxurious prints
that evoke a feeling of old
Hollywood
glamour
and
style. The designer trend of
over-scaled stripes, scrolls,
damasks, and harlequin prints
adds a focal point to the home
and drama to walls both big
and small.
Oversized prints balance out
large walls in new homes
and add dimension to smaller
rooms, even if applied to just
one wall. Another hot look
to update the décor of any
room is adding wallpaper with
metallic finishes of gold, silver,
bronze or copper. Unlike the
shiny foils of the ’70s, the new
metallics are in rich hues of
matte color.

Large-scale pattern adds drama
to this sitting room. Look achieved
with Ronald Redding 18 Karat design from York Wallcoverings.

Affordable wallpaper murals
from York are another way to
add texture and character to
rooms. From a sophisticated
sunlit Tuscan hillside or an
octagonal window overlooking
a sparkling blue sea to a
fun night game at a crowdfilled baseball stadium, new
mural designs offer limitless
possibilities.
For more information visit
wallpaper stores and homeimprovement centers, call toll
free 1866-967-5925 or visit
www.YorkWall.com. MS

Slick & Speedy Décor
for Kids’ Spaces

T

The biggest decorating
challenge in children’s rooms is
that as kids grow, tastes quickly
change. A good solution and
big hit with kids are peel-andstick decorative appliqués and
borders. They don’t require
paste or water, are affordable,
foolproof and fun.
From Fairy Princesses and
Flower Power, to Thomas
the Train and Spiderman,
RoomMates® for Kids cut
outs and borders from York
Wallcoverings come in a
wide variety of themes, are
repositionable, and add instant
zing to any room.

Another hot decorating trend
for kids is boldly patterned
wallpapers and murals such
as storybook castles, cowboy
villages and zebra stripes.
New SurestripTM technology
allows for easy installation
and peel-off removal without
damaging the walls.
For more information, visit
home improvement centers,
specialty and wallpaper stores,
call toll free(866) 967-5925, or
visit www.YorkWall.com.

Fix Those
Damp Basement Walls

T

There are a number of simple ways to reduce moisture
on damp basement walls and prevent this from growing
into full-scale leaks or a major mould issue.

in the first place. In many cases, it is more effective to
redirect the water away from the foundation than to try
and stop it from seeping in once it’s there.

Check the Source
Make sure your rain gutters are functioning properly
and that the downspouts are clear and open. Use long
leaders or downspout extensions to carry rain water
far away from the foundation. Also slope the ground
around the wall so that water drains away from the
foundation.
Seal Cracks or Gaps
Check carefully for any cracks or gaps, and seal them
with a caulking compound designed for your type of
basement wall - typically masonry. If problems persist,
more extensive waterproofing work may be needed.

Remember, these tips are only general guidelines.
Since each house and situation is different, contact
a professional if you have questions about a specific
condition or issue. N/C

Prevention, Not Patchwork

More home safety and maintenance information is
available online at www.housemaster.com.

If you decide to obtain an evaluation from a qualified
waterproofing contractor, beware of recommendations
for major work that is only designed to remove water
that seeps in, rather than preventing it from infiltrating

